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of four
years of graduate study, but in
Students To Tackle
Oral Competence
Students may register in the
speech office on Thursday, Feb.
26, for the Speech Competence
Exam to be given Feb. 28.
At registration students will
receive general topics under
which they may choose their
own specific subjects. Speaking
appointment times will also be
assigned.
The speeches will be five min-
ute talks to convince, presented
before a panel of three faculty
members. After the prepared
speeches have been delivered,
each student will be subjected
to a short oral examination on
the fundamentals of speech
technique.
All sophomores, juniors, and
freshmen who have not yet met
their requirements in oral com-
petence are eligible to take this
exam.
Jazz From
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Trustees Increase Tuitition, Liberalize Loans
Program Broadens Base
For Financial Assistance
A liberalized loan program and a new provision
affecting some recipients of college and student aid ef-
fective with the Senior class of September 1960 has been
announced by the Board of Trustees.
The object of the first part of
the Board's action is to offer
greater opportunities for the use
of loan funds. The action con-
cerning Senior scholarships (ef-
fective one year from next Sep-
tember) is to broaden the edu-
cational impact of the loan funds
of the College, especially for
underclassmen.
Loans shall be available im-
mediately to students of all
classes and may be of varying
amounts, but trie total amount
outstanding to an individual at
the time of his graduation may
not exceed an amount equal to
twice the full tuition charge.
Loans shall be interest-fre- e dur-
ing attendance at the College,
and for one year thereafter, with
simple interest at the rate of
three percent per anum begin-
ning one year from date of grad-
uation or withdrawal from col-
lege.
Repayment Plan Outlined
Repayment shall be made in
installments of not less than one-tent- h
of the principal amount
each year, beginning one year
from date of graduation or
withdrawal from college.
Upon application by the bor-
rower, the beginning of repay-
ment of principal may be de-
ferred for a maximum
any event, repayment must be
completed within 1 1 years of the
date of graduation from college.
The beginning of interest charges
may be extended for graduate
and professional students at the
discretion of the Committee on
Scholarships and Student Aid.
Promissory notes shall be
signed by the borrowing stu-
dent and a parent, except in
such cases where for good cause
shown, the parent's signature
may be waived by the Commit-
tee on Scholarships and Student
Aid.
Plan Begins 1960
Beginning with the Senior
class entering in 1960, all hold- -
(Continued on Page Six)
Choir Travels To
Chicago Suburbs
At the beginning of spring
vacation, members of the Con-
cert Choir will pack up their
voices and move westward
where they will sing in two Ch-
icago suburbs on March 22.
"This tour marks the longest
trip the choir has taken since I
have been in Wooster," says
director Dr. Gore.
Leaving Wooster on March 21,
the choir will first stop at La
Grange, Illinois for two services
on Palm Sunday, March 22, and
then move on to Oak Park where
Brahams' Requiem will be sung
at an evening service.
Soloists Perform
Soloists at this performance
will be Joan Dunham, soprano,
and K. Charles Graves, baritone.
Members of the choir will be
given housing and meals by the
j people of the churches where
: they perform, and will return to
, Wooster on Monday, March 23.
Choir Halved
Since the choir lofts at Oak
Park and La Grange can seat
only 75 people, it will be neces-
sary to cut the present choir in
half. This will be done on ihe
basis of good attendance at re-
hearsals and consideration of
those voices which will produce
the best blend.
Singing in Oak Park will pro-
vide a "warm-u- p exercise" for
the performance to be given by
the entire Concert Choir and
soloists here in Wooster on April
3.
"The Three
Photo by Bill Bicksler
A popular new trio in one. of their weekly shows at the Shack,Henry Ettman, Barry Cummings and Tom Martigan, calling
themselves "The Three," provide all the latest in jazz music.
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Photo by Bill Simpson
Wooster "Wall Street" Wooster Student Aid Fund, Inc.,
looks over the latest returns from the stock markets. Stand-
ing, left to right: Bruce Wenner, Bill Herrington, Ted Christian,
Pete Wright, Ron Rolley, Kent Weeks, Tom Clarke; seated,
Professor Alvin Tostlebe, Gail McDonald, Dick Meyer, Pro-
fessor Eberhart, Professor Hufton, Stew Erholm, Jack Bush-
man. (See Portfolio, page two).
Student Aid Fund Invests Chapel Fines;
Purchases Stocks To Assist Aid Grants
by Dick Meyer
Wooster Student Aid Fund, Inc., is Wooster's Wall
Street. Using chapel fine money and private donaiions,
WSAF gives its members a
principles and portfolio management by doing the real
thing: investing in stocks and
bonds.
Wooster students pay about
$1000 a year to the administra-
tion for chapel attendance fines
incurred during the school term.
In the future the income from
these invested funds will be
used to aid worthy and needy
students to come to Wooster
probably from abroad.
WSAF also sponsors a series
of lectures each fall on "The
Principles of Investment." These
lectures are in conjunction with
the Fund's aim of teaching stu-
dents the principles of invest-
ment, are open to the publ'c.
Following the lecture series,
WSAF starts its bi-mont- hly meet-
ings which run through May.
These public meetings are held
nt 4 p.m. in Kauke on alternate
Wednesdays. Stock reports pre-
pared from the Fund's current
library of business service;, as
well as other investment matters,
are discussed.
Sources of Income
The WSAF receives funds fcr
investment from two sources.
Private donations and grants ate
given by the Student Faculty Re-
lations Committee as mentioned
previously. Several individuals
interested in the WSAF have
! made private contributions to
the Fund. Such donations are tax
deductable for the donor since
the WSAF is a non-prof- it com-
pany.
Money received by the WSAF
is apportioned to different areas
of an investment plan which was
designed four years ago by the
Board of Trustees of the Fund.
The WSAF Plan calls for five
categories of investment: growth,
stability and income, liberal in-
come, defensive, and specula-
tive. Definite proportions are set
for the amount of funds to be
placed in each category. The
WSAF trustees point out that
common stocks, the Fund's main
form of investment, may easily
fall in more than one of these
catagories.
Diversified Stocks
The WSAF also adheres to
other rules in its investments. It
is necessary for the Fund to pur-
chase stocks which represent a
diversification of industries and
geographical locations. W i i h
limited exceptions, only those
stocks listed on a major security
exchange may be purchased
(American Stock Exchange atid
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chance to learn investment
the New York Stock Exchange).
At the present time nearly
90 of the WSAF funds are in-
vested in common stocks. The
greatest proportion of these
stocks lie in the catagories of
"growth" and "stability and in-
come." At the lowest point in
the 1957-5- 8 recession, the value
IContinued on Page Six)
Leaders Of Fields
Discuss Vocations
by Billie Lou Smith
"Ah, so you're a college stu-
dent . . . and what is it that
you're going to do with your
life?"
This is one of the oft-repeat- ed
questions asked college students.
To the shocked surprise of many
outsiders, there are many stu-
dents who have made no defin-
ite plans for the future. And this
is where the Career Conferences
enter. Wooster students are pro-
vided with numerous opportuni-
ties to inquire and investigate
various areas of the business
and professional world through
t'lese career conferences. Here is
the schedule which Mr. Paul Bar-
ron has announced for the next
two months.
On Wednesday, Feb. 25 at
the regular meeting of THE Cor-
poration, Kenneth W. Raymond
of the Liberty Mutual Insurance
rompany in Pittsburgh, will be
presented. At this same meeting
will be Kenneth Carson of the
Connecticut General Life Insur-
ance company. On Feb. 26 at I
p.m., J. W. Podesta will offet a
program entitled "Opportunities
in the Automobile Industry." Mr.
Podesta, who is representing
General Motors, will be in Mr.
Barrett's office.
"Opportunities in Advertising,
Accounting, and Market Re-
search" will be given on Feb. 27
(Continued on Page Six)
Alas, It Cometh
"The Index should be here the
first week of March," says James
McClelland, editor of the Index.
The last material was sent in by
January 15, and it takes six
weeks from then.
"When it comes in, I will have
the student body notified 1ne
day afterwards," Jim states. "It
has been at the Gray Printing
Company, Fostoria, Indiana, for
four weeks. It is just up to them
now."
Lowry Explains Reason
For $100 Jump In Tuition
The Board of Trustees has voted to fix tuition and
fees for the academic year 1959-196- 0 ot a total of
$900.00 for the year. The new rate thus represents an
increase of $100.00 over the present rate.
No increases are scheduled in
the rates for room and board.
Apropos of the Board's action,
President Lowry has made the
following statement:
"I try to announce board ac-
tions, such as this, in Chapel.
But I do not speak again until
early March, and, naturally, do
not wish to intrude on the time
of some other speaker. Therefore
I appreciate the privilege of
j making a statement through trie
j columns of the VOICE.
"You have read in the news-- I
papers and elsewhere of the
j rising rates of tuition in colleges
i and universities. You will there
fore know that Wooster's new
rate is still considerably lover
than that of many of the col-
leges with which we are associ-
ated.
"Rising costs at Wooster are
being met, as we have pointed
out before, not merely by an in-
crease in tuition. The College is
trying to do its part. Gifts for
current operation and for en-
dowment are providing their
share of increased help. For ex-
ample, we are scheduling
$461,500.00 in gifts for current
operation over and above in-
come from endowment and tui-
tion. Ten years ago this figure
was only $72,500.00. Thus, op-
erating gifts are nearly seven
imes what they were a decade
ago. We have resisted and
shall continue to resist any
easy setting of tuition at Ihe
Men's Gee Club
Represents Clan
Woosterians don't have to go
j back to the California gold rush
i era to have a "Hoodah Day".
The Men's Glee Club will create
such a day by including this tra-
ditional chantey in the "Songs of
America" portion of their con-
cert. It will be held March 13
in Memorial Chapel at 8:15 p.m.
"Nobody Knows De Trouble
I've Seen" and "Down in the
Valley" will complete their musi-
cal version of America.
Additional Selections
Other selections will be divid-
ed into several groups. "Songs
of Other Nations" will include
"Pridi Ty Suhajko," "Widdi-comb- e
Fair," and "Maegdlein im
Walde."
"Great Music of the Church"
will consist of "Zion Hears the
Watchmen Singing," ''Then
Round About the Starry Throne,"
and "How Mighty Are the Sab-
baths." "Las Ninas," "Tristes,"
and "Huella" are Argentinian
piano numbers.
The Men o' MacLeod, featured
in Scottish favorites by Robert
Burns, and the Finale, consisting
of "General William Booth Enters
Into Heaven," complete the pro-
gram.
The Men's Glee Club will pre-
sent this concert in Wheeling, W.
Va., and in Bellaire, O., on Feb.
22. They will be in Findlay on
March 6, in Elkhart, Ind., and
Berwyn, III., on March 8, and in
Birmingham, Mich., on March 9. j
Adrian, Mich., will hear the
Glee Club on March 10. Pitts-
burgh, Pa., will be the last stop,
March 14-1- 5. This concert has
already been performed for au-
diences in Apple Creek, Troy,
and Dayton.
COFFEE SHOP adv.
point some people think it should
be set, in the light of going rates
elsewhere.
"Under our new rate, students
will be bearing only approxi-
mately 55 of the total cost of
heir education. They should not
be asked to bear it all.-An- d this
proportion of expense, regard-
less of rising costs, is one 1hat
the College will always try to
keep by seeking augmented gilts
from donors, as we have in the
past.
More Student Aid
"Moreover, what is most im-sorta- nt,
next year's budget con-
tains an increased provision for
scholarships and for student aid.
Any students upon whom ihe
new charges work financial
hardships should report this fact
to either the Dean of Women or
the Dean of Men by April 3. We
shall make every effort to see to
it that no student presently en-
rolled in college has to leave
Wooster because of inability to
bear the increased expense.
"And we call your particular
attention to the article on loans
which appears in this same
issue."
Thespians Prepare
For Lenten Drama
Christ in the Concrete City,
the stirring portrayal of the
average man's apathy to-
ward his Lord, will be pre-
sented by Wooster Little Thea-
ter members in the Chapel, Sun-
day, March 15.
No Scenery Props
Produced in cooperation with
Westminster Church as part of
the pre-East- er activities, the cast
includes Jan Borgia, Carlisle
Dick, David Faust, Judy McCor-mick- ,
William Skelton, and Wil-
liam Thompson. Bob Carlson is
assistant to the director.
Written by P. W. Turner, o
parish priest of the Anglican
church, this play depicts the be-
trayal, trial, crucifixion, and res-
urrection of Christ as applied to
the Calvary in each person's
own backyard. It is staged with-
out scenery or props, and in-
cludes some choric speaking.
Each actor plays many roles.
British Premiere
Christ in the Concrete City was
first produced in 1956 by the
New Pilgrim Players in Henckley
Parish Church, Great Britain. It
was staged in Wooster last year
by members of the Advanced
Oral Interpretation class, and is
being repeated due to the con-
siderable interest indicated. The
production will also be presenled
for a group of churches in Ak-
ron, April 5, and at the West-
minster Church in Dayton in con-
junction with the church's festi-
val of Christ in the Fine Arts.
Intercepted Letter
Prof. Frederick Moore
English Department
Dear Freddie:
Understand you are having
a whale of a semester.
Yours,
MacLeod
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Patriotic PteliminGiiel
On Army maneuvers in Louisiana, a chaplain met a draftee
who was digging a latrine in the pouring rain. As the chaplain
paused to talk to him, he said: "Chaplain, I don't mind givin'
my life for my country, but damn all the preliminaries'"
This story from Reader's Digest illustrates the predicament
faced by nearly all young men between 18 and 26: what to do
about military service? In a sense, the "preliminaries" of a large
peacetime draft are more upsetting than wartime necessities.
At present there are over 60 programs of military service,
from the six-mon- th reserve plan to career work. In between lie
many options, as variable in training time and usefulness as they
are in number. This year Congress will vote to extend the Uni-
versal Military Training and Service Act of 1951 for another four
years. There are few responsible members of Congress who are
against this extension. The reasoning: armed manpower is essen-
tial for America in the Cold War. Required service is essential for
armed manpower.
Most young men feel an obligation to their country, and
recognize that military service is a part of this obligation. How-
ever, the present draft law has become akin to the income tax
and speed limits, in that it is fashionable to get away with as
much as possible. John Esty, Jr., has written a provocative article,
"Draft Dodger or Patriot," in the January 10 issue of Nation,
where he portrays the dilemna. "From the (college student) per-
spective," he writes, "the status quo is absolutely unviable, ihe
corruption of 'universal service' is making cynics of them, and
their talents and training are deliberately turned from the service
of their country."
A Wooster student once told a drafted soldier that he thought
he would wait out the draft. "They'll probably put me behind a
typewriter for two years," he said. "Can you type?" queried the
soldier. "Yes." "Then you'll probably not be put behind the type-
writer," came the sarcastic reply. The best example of inefficiency
was the case of Private Ernest Shult, a mathematical genius with-
out a college degree (he lacked one credit in physical education),
who was placed as a Clerk-Typis- t.
This is one of the problems: men are not placed where their
training can do the service and the individual the most good. In
the six-mon- th plan trainees get a general introduction to the mili-
tary, learning methods which are soon outmoded, and then spend
five and a half years in reserve units.
Today most service men come from volunteers, non-voluntee- rs,
and non-fathe- rs between 1 8 Y2 and 26. Most of the nation's 4,000
draft boards are operating in the latter category, at age 23. This
year there are 1.2 million youths entering the 18-ye- ar old group,
and by 1965 there will be two million. The average draft age
level is running higher, quotas are dwindling and Esty says that
"all point to a huge and growing manpower pool with which the
system cannot cope. The result is that more and more legally
eligible men are escaping the draft and the bankruptcy of the
'universal' concept becomes clear." Note also that two out of
six youths escape the draft on grounds of physical or mental
unfitness, while one of six is avoiding via the father route.
The growing number of alternatives has sent the draft age
level upward and will probably lead to more "legal deferments."
The upcoming student will be more up in the air than before, since
his life cannot be his own until he is 26. Thus a vacuum is created
in the lives of many young men.
With these uncertain circumstances it is difficult for the pres-
ent generation to be idealistic about the "grand old flag." Rather,
the military seems to be a cause of lethargy in our generation.
S. A.
ycut Can cMelp,
"Two years ago, Dr. Clarence Jordan of Koinonia Community
in Americus, Georgia was the Religion-in-Lif- e speaker here at the
college. Koinonia Community, which Dr. Jordan founded, is an
experience of faith in that the Christian Community can exist w ith
both negroes and whites." Thus began the latest VOICE article
about the struggling integrated community in Georgia.
Koinonia has been under severe attack. The very nature of
it is odious to racists in Georgia. Groups and individuals have
tried and are trying every means they can think of to destroy
or dissolve this community. Legally, the courts and business com-
munity have turned their backs on it; not so legally, there have
been bombings and shootings. Local residents who have sym-
pathized or aided Koinonia have been terrorized, i.e., shots fired
through windows, barn burnings. The authorities have refused
to step in, and in many cases, they too have joined in persecuting
the community. The situation has finally reached the point where
the existence and continuation of Koinonia is in serious jeopardy.
These people make their living from the sale of smoked
hams and pecans. Since their roadside market was bombed, they
have been doing most of their business by mail.
During this season of Lent, we usually think of giving up
something. Instead, this year, why not give something? Why not
put our faith in action by ordering some of their pecans for our-
selves or as gifts for our families and friends? We have said
that we appreciated Dr. Jordan as the Religion-in-Lif- e speaker
two years ago, and we have frequently acknowledged his work
at Koinonia. Why not then give him real support? Koinonia
needs our help; we need their example.
A. K.
ORDER BLANK FOR PECANS FROM
KOINONIA FARM, AMERICUS, GA.
SHELLED PECANS (Minimum Order 2 lbs.)
Boxes of 2, 4, 6, and 8 one-poun- d cellophane bags. Halves $1.50 lb.;
Pieces $1.40 lb.; Sprinkles $1.30 lb. (Special Rates available for bulk orders).
Gift Box 1 lb. Select Shelled, postpaid anywhere in the U.S.: Pieces $1.65;
Halves $1.85 lb. Pecans in Shell (bulk), 5 lb. bag $3.00; 1 lb. cellophane
bags, 2 lbs. 1.50; 4 lbs $2.75. Gift packages will be mailed for you with
a gift card.
ORDER BLANK
Date of Order When Ship..
Ship To
Street
(Please Print)
City and State
Quantity Description... Price Each.. Total
Amount Enclosed
Send To: KOINONIA FARM, AMERICUS, GEORGIA
Scots Forum
"TO YOUR PRESIDENT"
Editor's Note: A VOICE staff
member, Jim Null is currently one
of three Wooster representatives
on the Washington Semester.)
This article is designed to
prove to those Faithful Republi-
cans (I've heard rumors of a
few left at Wooster) that the
government is not yet in I hat
State of Centralization that the
NAM, Chamber of Commerce, et
al, fear. May they now rest in
peace, and may those Republi-
cans be assured that All Is Safe.
Desiring to take pictures at
the Lincoln Day Banquet at the
Statler Hotel, I set about to get
permission by any devious meih-o- d
available. The first stop was
to call an acquaintance on the
staff of United Press Internation-
al. He couldn't get me a press
card, but said he would call a
good friend on the Republican
National Committee. (Fortun-
ately, their number was still iist-e- d
in the telephone book.) How-
ever, his friend said it wasn't a
Republican function and lhaT
they couldn't help me.
My UPI friend then suggested
I call my Congressman, a Repub-
lican in his 11th term. My Con-
gressman said that he didn't
have the authority and couldn't
help me, but that he could call
The Boss (I think he meant Mr.
Hagerty.) This person couldn't
help me either, but suggesied
that I call the Banquet Commit-
tee; this I did, and was refened
in turn to their public relations
firm. This group didn't have the
authority to help me either, but
suggested I just show up arid
try to bluff my way in with the
press.
I showed up and tried to get
past three phalanxes of Secret
Service men and women. I had
gan Company salesman tophoto-jus- t
been asked by the Lowry
Organ Company salesman to
photograph a new model organ
(I think the organist was a new
model too) for the company's
publicity. I thus had a legitimate
function to perform. (I had been
passing myself off as a photo-
grapher for the VOICE, which
wasn't exactly a lie, as I hud
contributed three or four pictures
in my college career.)
They were disconcertingly un-recepti- ve
to my pleas, howevei,
and looked upon my request to
"Take me to your President"
with obvious disdain. They weie
generous enough to let me into
the banquet hall after everyone
had left, though, so I could
photograph the organ and or-
ganist and so make some need-
ed cash.
In conclusion, let me reassuie
all the Faithful Republicans lhat
the country is in safe hands.
(Whose hands, though, I'm not
sure. No one wants to claim re-
sponsibility.)
Jim Null
ADMISSIONS POLICY
To the Editor:
With regard to the incredul-
ous quotes of Mr. Robert Cope
in your article on him in the last
issue I would like to make these
comments.
Mr. Cope's "success formula'
is something worse than rhe
single, compounded cliche it first
appears to be. It is truistic and
hence meaningless: that a per-
son "must be able to accept sit-
uations he cannot change" is
just another way of saying that
a rose is a rose is a rose. It is
psychologically erroneous, inef-
fective, and destructive: the
statement that a person "should
have a sincere desire to do his
best" and have certain other
non-existe- nt "capacities" and
"abilities" seems to be based
on the false supposition that the
content of adult life is some sort
of static "best", and that it can
be reached by some action on
the part of a free, spontaneous
will no doubt latent in all of us.
In fact, as anyone at all familiar
with psychology or even mildly
self-awar- e knows, the attitudes
and achievements of adult life
are factors of and are deier-mine- d
by a person's whole and
complicated personality and
value orientation. Self accept-
ance, mental health, and re-
sponsible adult life have their
source deep in the self, and
superficial attempts to incur them
not only fail, but repulse and do
damage. If Mr. Cope's remarks
are meant to be descriptive, they
are simply wrong. If they are
meant to be advice, they are ihe
worst sort of moralism. If they
represent the kind of "philos-
ophy of life" with which pro-
spective students will be pre-
sented in the future, the whole
college will suffer. When Mi.
Cope descends from the trite to
the absurd with comments about
the non-existe- nt "typical Woos-
ter person" and statements such
as "Wooster . . . stands for
goodness" his remarks are so
psychologically and education-
ally preposterous as to even
elude intelligent criticism. Here
I would simply like to record
my incredulousness and dismay
in the hope that, if others have
experienced the same reaction,
some pointed discussion and ul-
timately change or improvement
might follow.
I Rick Richardson
i Voice of Yesteryear
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70 Years Ago This Week:
"The American Protective Tariff League has asked us to call
attention of the students to the fact that all competing essays for
prizes must reach their office, 23 West 23rd Street, New York, on
or before March 1st. Now, where is the man to hold up Wooster's
record of last year?"
60 Years Ago:
"Life is short, only four letters in it. Three quarters of it is
a 'lie', and a half of it an 'if'."
"The dairy-mai- d pensively milked the goat, and pouting, she
paused to mutter,
'I wish, you brute, you would turn to milk,' and the animal
turned to butter."
50 Years Ago:
"It may seem to some that we say 'keep off the grass' every
week just to have something to say. This is not the case; and the
matter is becoming too serious a one to joke about. Our campus
must be preserved and the only way to do it is to keep on the
walk and off the grass . . ."
40 Years Ago:
"
'Were any of your boyish ambitions ever realized?' asked
the sentimentalist."
"
'Yes,' replied the practical person, 'When my mother used
to cut my hair I often wished I might be bald-headed- .' "
30 Years Ago:
"Everyone who stood out in the cold at the ceremonies of
the breaking of ground for Douglass Hall was fully rewarded for
his efforts by seeing a true manifestion of the 'powers that be.' "
20 Years Ago:
"A subtle point about the national debt. You see the "b" in
debt is silent, perhaps that's where the sting comes in, answering
at last that old query, "Oh debt where is thy sting?' "
10 Years Ago
"Scandinavian countries are debating entrance to the North
Atlantic Agreement. Russia has asked Norway for an explanation
of this move."
Hotel Man Assumes
Duties At New Inn
Mr. Robert Ramsey arrived on
campus last week to assume his
duties as manager of the new
Wooster Inn, now in its final
stages of construction. Plans
call for the completion of the
inn by commencement time, but
doubts have arisen as to wheth-
er this goal can be met.
The Inn, a gift of trustee Ro-
bert E. Wilson, will provide ac-
commodations for guests of the
college and dining facilities for
students, guests and the general
public. The building will contain
17 rooms, each with a double
bed and private bath, a dining
room geared to serve approxi-
mately 75, as well as several
private dining rooms. Golfers
will find locker rooms and a
snack bar in the basement. A
billiard room is to be included
on the same floor. Furnishings
will follow an early American
theme.
The Inn will function as a de-
partment of the college and will
be open the year around. The
dining rooms will be available
for private parties and recep-
tions.
Wife Assists
Mr. Ramsey and his wife,
who holds the title of assistant
manager, have arrived to help
I
Friday, February 20, lyt
--1
- y '
Xt&g&i '
"Know where the cars come from on Saturday night?"
with the equipping of the lr
They plan to employ a full-ti-sta- ff
of approximately 20. ;
far none of these positions he
been filled.
Mr. Ramsey was a member
the class of 1936 of the colle:
He entered the hotel business
his home town of Butler, f
Before accepting this posit':
he served for six years as fc:
senice director at Bates Colle:
For 15 years he was associc
with the Lord Jeffrey Inn
Amherst, Mass., holding
position of manager for
Ellsvorfh Joins
Television Panel
Sunday Afterne:
Professor Clayton S. Ellsw:
of the History Department
appear on "Know the Ne.
program WEWS on channel:
4:00 o'clock Sunday, Febn.:
22. The program will consis'
a panel discussion on Ge:
Washington.
History Professors Jacob
Meyer of Western Reserve L
versify, Robert L. Cruden of E:
win Wallace College and
Ellsworth will participate,
moderator is Professor Bar:
Leatham, Head of the De:
ment of Dramatics, Western
serve University.
PORTFOLIO OF WOOSTER STUDENT AID FUND,
January 20, 1959
INC
Shares Date Net Purchase Valm
Name of the Stock Owned P'rchYd Value Currr
American Cyanamid Co. 12 (6i3-25-5- 5 S 303.75 $ 592.:
Avco Mfg. Co. 20 3-25-- 55 137.50 240.C:
Book-of-fhe-Mon-
th Club, Inc. 20 5 - 7-- 5 6 2 45.00 3 65..'
Family Finance Corp. 10 5-16-- 57 2 40.00 3 26a
Gerber Products Co. 8 5- - 1-- 58 368.00 520 C:
Hershey Chocolate Corp. 7 4-17- -5 8 4 00.7 5 498.";Niagara Mohawk Power Co. 10 3-17- -5 5 3 2 2.5 0 405.
Ohio Oil Co. 7 5-16- -5 7 2 8 3.5 0 2 80.:'
Charles Pfizer Co. 7 5-16-- 57 395.50 721. CPhiladelphia National Bank 15 (5) 4-23- -5 6 5 62.5 0 645.C
Sperry Rand Corp 10 5- - 1-- 58 177.50 243"
Texas Gulf Sulphur Corp 5 4-20-- 56 182.50 111 .3"
Cash on hand 500- -
Dividends 44:- -
TOTAL VALUES $3,619.00 $5,594
Indicates stock dividend
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WOOSTER
THEATRE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Clifton Webb in
"THE REMARKABLE
MR. PENNYPACKER"
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
"UP PERISCOPE"
and
"THE ENCHANTED ISLAND'
WED. - THURS. - FRI.
'ROOTS OF HEAVEN"
and
"ALASKA PASSAGE''
Coming
'I WANT TO LIVE'
WOOSTER VOICE Page Three
Hashers HiMightt Daily Duties
Editor's Note: This is
in a series of articles --
Students Earn Money
Campus."
by Al Klyberg
the first
- "How
on the
"Another day, another truy"
or "They're going in!" are Iwo
expressions one might hear if
he happened to be in Kenar-den'- s
kitchen as the waiters lined
up to load their trays.
Kenarden's cuisine has come
in for some criticism lately. The
variance of the criticism makes
one wonder, however. Some peo-
ple rave about it. They say, "It's
out of this world." Others say,
"So that's where they get it!"
If someone were to poll the
waiters, however, they would
probably find less gripes about
the food and more about the
people they serve it to.
Efficiency Steps and Seconds
In Kenarden, where the effici-
ency is measured in steps and
seconds, it's a very unpopular
customer, indeed, who can't
make up his mind, or sends the
waiter off on a safari for some-
thing he really doesn't want.
Lack of attention or cooperation
may seem trivial to the diner, bu1
it may make the waiter's job a
lot more hectic.
Typical Evening
A typical evening for me (I
have a two-third- s board job)
begins at 4:45 p.m. when I ar-
rive to eat and to -- set up my
trays.
By 5:30 I have pacified the
rumblings in my intestinal tract,
set up my table, prepared a milk
tray and a second set-u- p in the
kitchen. A set-up- ? No, that's not
a form of culinary calisthenics.
It's waiter lingo for the table
settings for the second shift.
j teresting experience because
quite often people neglect tell-
ing the waiter at the beginning
of the meal that they would iikj
seconds. Consequently when iiie
milk is poured, the demand ex-
ceeds the supply and feelings of
ill-wi- ll are engendered.
That's just about it for one
shift as far as the diners are
concerned. For the waiter how-
ever, it's a different story. He
has only a few minutes in
which he must clear his table
and set up for the second shirr.
The time alloted to this ac-
tivity varies and depends on his
ability and also to some extent
on the cooperation of the first
At 5:30, yes, that's right, that's j cedure is repeated.
.
. ...i r II r l Ithe time you tumDie Tor your am- - i
ing tickets and seek a seat. i
Meanwhile, back in the Kit
chen, we waiters load up our
trays. Then we come barreling
through the doors to greet all
the bright smiling faces.
Method to Madness
From this point on, you may
not believe it, but it's true,
there's a method to our mad-
ness. First we pass out the cen-
ters and ask for coffees and
double milks. Then it's back to
the kitchen, get our milk trays
and stand in line for coffee.
(Just like the army, hurry up and
wait!) Then it's back to llie
tables, pour the milks, and pass
out the coffees.
Next we collect the juice
glasses, which by this time we
hope are empty, ask for seconds
on the centers, and it's back to
the kitchen again.
If there are no seconds, we
bring out the desserts, unless it's
ice cream in which case we must
qo back and clear the table be-
fore dessert can be brought out.
Well, anyway, the desserts are
brought out; the table is cleared
and the dishes are taken back
to the kitchen.
Milk Run
I forgot to mention one thing;
this is quite natural as I usually
forget to do it when I'm working.
This is the procedure of pouring
second miiks. It occurs immedi-
ately, if not sooner, following
the serving of the desserts, if I
remember. This can be an in- -
by Mary Madden
Last-minut- e improvements in
table setting having been made,
waitresses took battle stations
and stood at attention. The
doors opened and students
trickled into the dining hall ap-
prehensively.
Some made bee lines for fa-
vorite tables. Others, some coyly,
some shyly, unobtrusively traiied
unattached members of the op-
posite sex. Now and then a
couple wandered in aimlessly
and found seats together.
When all were assembled,
God's praises were waveringl
sung. As the company sat down,
Amazons in white retreated to
the kitchen.
Photo by Bill Simpson
"Dig in, fellows!" the espirit de corps of Upper Holden
Kitchen is evident when it comes time for chow. Fred Daley
reaches for the goodies handled by Tom McConihe, while
Chuck Meliska (left center), and John Doerr, right, look on.
shift diners. Within five to fifteen
minutes anyhow, the table is
cleared and re-se- t. The second
shift then comes in, and the pro- -
Unique Spirit
I don't claim to be one of
those people who can see some-
thing aood in every situation,
"One, two, three
..." Miss
Miller, who was putting the
mystery meat on heavy platters,
ot count and started over
again. It was going to be a long
meal.
"Whap!" objected the swing-
ing door as each girl threw it
open and advanced on hungryiUI. .. .:L I ll ti . . I . ,. I r I KUKb Wl uuueu lUVi U UII1- -
about working at Kenarden
As a result of the ever present
ner a la Lower Holden.
Miss Weihing, the dietician,
i-l- l-J iU :: I II Ipressure to speed up and huiry,
.
, Zi- - i- -ir
. i . i ; i watched the proceedings ike a
a uniaue reiarionsnip exisrs
among the waiters. When some-
one gets behind or needs help
it is there. This spirit of cam
hawk, ready to reprimand any
waitress whose shoes needed
polish or whose hair net was
araderie and working toqether I s 'PPin9- -
for a common goal is unequaled An unorganized chorus of "I
by anything I have ever known. I do's!" answered the question of
how many wanted coffee. Tak-
ing a guess at the number, the
waitress soon returned bearing
clinking glasses, red-cappe- d
milk bottles, and cups and sauc-
ers.
"But I wanted skim milk,"
said the trim young thing as she
took a second helping of po-
tatoes and gravy. "I'm an a diet,
you know." Suggesting that she
speak up next time, the waitress
smiled resolutely and trudged
back to the kitchen for the skim
milk.
After three more trips to the
kitchen for seconds, it was time
to clear the plates. "Bong!" The
announcement bell signalled a
pause in table service and con-
versation. Subdued mutterings
continued, however, making it
hard to hear what was on the
social calendar for the evening.
Patience and Persuasion
Excusing herself, the waitress
coaxed apart an amorous pair
long enough to remove their
cluttered plates. Then she sop-
ped up a pool of milk with a
gravy-spotte- d side towel ab a
red-face- d fellow grunted apol
ogy for tipping over his glass.
At the other table one dinei
carefully cut up his endive and
meticulously stuffed each morsel
into his mouth as his friends
and the kitchen crew waited for
him to finish.
Plates were cleared and sec-
ond beverages poured. i'he
room buzzed with conversation
and ice cream began to soften
into vanilla puddles. Everyone
waited for head table, which
had not yet been served dessert.
"What's holding up head
table?" somebody wanted to
know. "Four legs," said the
waitress dryly.
Wise Guys
One of the diners had wise-
cracked that he wanted caramel
sauce without the ice cream. He
got it, much to his surprise. The
girl with the red hair didn't want
her dessert, so the skim milk fan
obligingly ate it for her.
With much scraping of chairs,
the head residents led the crowd
out of the hall as efficient
white-uniforme- d girls moved in-
to action. The dinner debris was
borne away to the kitchen in no
time, where kitchen boys glow- -
o You Think for Yourself ?
1. When you feel that certain fads are
foolish do you talk against them?
Do gadgets such as new cigarette
lighters often intrigue you so you
want to take them apart?
3. Do you think that political candidates
should write their own speeches
instead of using a "ghost writer"?
4. Given the choice, would you prefer
having an apartment of your own to
living at home with your parents?
yesD
YES
YES
I r r If, - 1
tlV - V p JL v- -
Do you base your choice of
a cigarette on what people
tell you rather than doing
your own thinking?
The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows
I --i '"f' , ,' ' .. r -- '' 1
- h '"'M
i . idCaaSfc-V-ymriiBtt- e J&k&fdJ&L Ijm--n 4 lhuM&&
Photo by Bill Simpson
"But I wanted skim milk!" Waitress Marilyn Hartzell gets
the word as she passes out beverages to her noon table.
Marilyn has a full board job, which means that she spends
nearly four hours daily on the job, plus an extra hour each
week in setting up the dining hall.
ered at a glass which some plant centerpiece,
practical joker had decoraied a board job takes a big
with bits of napkin, salt, pep- - chunk out of a girl's day. Those
per, and celery stalks.
Retreating to the hot
YES NO
You'll notice that men and women who
think for themselves usually smoke
VICEROY. Their reason? They've made a
thinking choice. They know what they want
in a filter cigarette. They know that
VICEROY gives it to them! A thinking
man's filter and a smoking man's taste1.
you have answered "YES" to three out
of the first four questions and "NO" to four
out of the last five . . . you really think for
yourself! 1950, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.
little
waitress room to change clothes,
the girls compared notes on the
happenings of the day. One had
received an eight-cen- t tip a
penny from each person at one
of her tables. Another had found
j holding two-third- s jobs spend at
least two and a halt hours in
the dining room each day. A full
board job-hold- er spends over
three hours per day at her duties.
An extra hour a week is spent
in setting up the dining hall.
Waitresses are paid by the
two live goldfish swimming College in the form of reductions
among the roots of the water! (Continued on Page Four)
North Side Square
in Wooster, Ohio
mm
BUSY BEE
by
5. Do you prefer a salesman who is
anxious to make a quick sale to one
who will patiently answer all your
questions about the product?
6. When arriving late for a party, are
you inclined to join a group of close
friends rather than attempting to
strike up new acquaintances?
7. If you met somebody with a beard,
would you tend to consider him "off-
beat" and treat him with reserve?
8. Are you normally reluctant to go
on a "blind date"?
Sandleri
of Boston
$8.95
THESE QUESTIONS
I CAN TELL YOU A LOT
ABOUT YO URSELP
life
YES
YES
YES
YES
7
NO
NO
Familiar
pack or
crush- -
J proofbox.
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE I
Page Four
STUDENTS' ACCOUNTS WELCOME
(OPEN FRIDAY 'TILL 5:30)
Cleveland-Bea- ll Office
"Opposite the Hospital
Phone 3-70- 15
Patronize VOICE Advertisers
$24.95 to $39.95
.4 WV aw
Downtown Offic
S.W. Corner Public Square
Wayne County National Bank
You'll
feel like
THE
"BIG MAN
on
CAMPUS
In our Curlee and
Superbly tailored
lapels, and center
tured checks and
spring. Sizes 35 to
long. These sport
plimented by our
priced from $4.95
ii
worsted Tex sport coats!
with flap pockets, slim
back vent. The rich tex-iv- y
stripes are new for
46 in short, medium and
coats are perfectly corn-famo- us
Haggar slacks,
to $13.95.
Good Merchandise Our Business and Pleasure Since 1879
MORE ON
WO OSTER VOICE
Board Jobs
(Continued from Page Three)
in their semester bills. Full board
is $220 per semester, and two-third- s
board amounts to about
$150 per semester. In terms of
a wage per hour, this is between
45 and 50 cents per hour.
There are many advantages to
the job. The work is steady and
there is a satisfaction in know-
ing that one is helping to earn
her college education. Periodic
"meals off" vary the routine. The
spirit and fellowship among din-
ing hall workers is strong and
lasting friendships are formed.
In serving, a waitress also has
a chance to meet people she
otherwise might not meet. She
learns to be observant and ef-
ficient, and, since her job takes
so much time, to budget the
hours of her busy day.
Drawbacks
Just as in any job, there are
disadvantages, also. The remun-
eration in terms of amount of
work and hours put in seems
low. A waitress changes clothes
at least six times a day. Even
more than other students, sne
has little spare time. Often a
waitress, and especially a head
waitress, bears the brunt of un-
fair criticism of food, lack of
consideration, and poor man-
ners on the part of diners.
An undesirable feature of a
board job from the viewpoint of
feminine vanity is the fact that
carrying heavy trays develops
muscular arms. One girl com-
mented that as she was serving
peas as head table one day, she
happened to look down at her
arm. She was so dismayed at the
size of her bulging muscle thar
she almost spilled peas on the
head resident.
Ex-Scou-
ts Organize;
Plan Local Chapter
Of Alpha Phi Omega
Alpha Phi Omega, Wooster's
newly organized chapter of that
national service fraternity, will
hold a meeting tomorrow, Feb-
ruary 21, at 4:00 p.m in Lower
Kauke. They will elect officers
and choose a service project.
In 1925 Alpha Phi Omega
was initiated at Lafayette Co-
llege in Easton, Pa. Today there
are close to 300 chapiers
throughout the United States.
Wooster's chapter will be the
11th in Ohio. Present national
headquarters are in Kansas City.
Composed of college and uni-
versity men who have had pie-viou- s
affiliation with some phase
of Boy Scouting, the fraternity
is dedicated to leadership,
friendship, and service. It ren-
ders service to students and
faculty, the local community, the
members of the fraternity, and
to the nation as participating
j citizens.
The organization has the con-
sent of the administration, and
a steering committee has been
laying the necessary ground
work.
Fifty-tw- o Wooster men have
indicated interest in the fratern-
ity so far. As a preparatory
group, they completed a service
project of helping with the class
registration in 1957. Mr. Donald
L. Wise of the biology depart-
ment is the head adviser. Mr.
James Travis Fuller, a local scout
executive, is also an adviser.
'
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i& 19b9 Liggett & Myers ToLtdiCO Company
'JM IS kindest to your taste because LM combines the two
essentials of modern smoking," says TV's Jack Lescoulie.
LOW TAR: L'M's patented filtering process adds extra filter fibers electro-
statically, crosswise to the stream of smoke . . . makes LM truly low in tar.
MORE TASTE: L'M's rich mixture of slow burning tobaccos brings you more
exciting taste than any other cigarette.
Live Modern... change to modern M
Scots Tape
J by Art Torell
Last week's Kenarden League
action saw Seventh move to
within one half game of league-leadin- g
Fifth Section. The Tri
Kaps added wins over Fourth
and Second to their victory col
umn.
A pair of Bills, Konnert and
Jacobson, each tallied 12 ponits
and another Bill, Lord, counted
10 as Seventh pounded Fourth,
63-2- 6, with Bruce Milne scoring
14 for the losers. Against Sec-
ond, it was Jacobson with 20,
Konnert with 14, and Stu Awbrey
with 11, who paced a 58-3- 5
triumph. Second's Stu Erholm
countered with 1 1 in a losing
cause.
Eighth Takes Two
Eighth held First's Bill Thombs
to two points as they jumped off
to a commanding 37-1- 0 half-tim- e
lead and coasted homa
with the win, 57-4- 4. Fred Hess
had 26 and Fred Brooking 18
for Eighth, while First's Thombs
finished strong to end up with
24 points.
In the lowest scoring game of
the season, Second led Eighth
at the half but were on the short
end of the 28-1- 4 final score. Fred
Hess was all Eighth needed as
he tallied 20 points, and Stu
Erholm was top man for Second
with eight.
Fifth, Third on Top
Fifth maintained their un-
blemished record with a 61-4- 1
verdict over Sixth. Standouts i'ui
the winners were Jim AAcClung
and Jay Decker with 17 and 10
points respectively, while Jon
Galehouse and Gene AAatsuyama
had 15 and 11 points for Sixth.
Sixth was again on the losing
end as Third rallied to top them
54-4- 8. Six men were in double
figures: Third's John Haynes 16,
Kurt Liske 13, and Ron Miller 10
and Sixth's Frank Hiestand 14,
Chuck Finn 11, and Jon Gale-hous- e
10.
Phi Delts, Sixth Win
Led by John Papp's 17 points,
the Phi Delts romped over Sec-
ond by a 50-2- 4 count. Bill Zufall
had 11 and Jim Stewart 10 for
the victors, while Stu Erholm was
again Second's top man with
12.
In the final game of the week,
Sixth found the win column with
a 61-4- 0 victory over Fourth.
Gene Matsuyama paced Sixth
with 24 points with Bob Brown
collecting 1 1 and Jon Galehouse
10. For Fourth, Bruce Milne ac-
counted for 15 and Dick Dannen-felse- r
12.
INDIVIDUAL SCORING
Thombs, 1st 10 235
Matsuyama, 6fh ....11 136
Dannenfelser, 4th ..10 123
Papp, Phi Delts 1 1 132
Hess, 8th 10 120
Awbrey, 7th 10 1 1 9
Hover, 8th 9 101
Taylor, 3rd 9 98
Jacobson, 7th 1 1 119
Liske, 3rd 10 106
TEMPERA COLORS
23.5
12.4
12.3
12.0
12.0
1 1.9
11.2
10.9
10.8
10.6
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Frosh Roundballen
Scramble For Leed
In Douglass Race
by Fred Brooking
With the season just a lift:
more than halfway finishe:
Section G's intramural basketb:
team is the only squad in th
Freshman League that remai-undefeate- d.
Led by Dick Stao';
Tim Peters, Mike McBride ar;
Dick Maxwell ,this Douglc.
squad has bowled over five c:
ponents and won by forfeit frc-tw- o
more.
The Freshman league runs c
a schedule similar to the Secti;
league. Playing in the cage, ec:
of the 12 teams plays once a-someti- mes
twice a week. T:
competition is generally clc:
and the league has produc;
several consistent scorers. Sir;
the scorebook isn't always ke:
as accurately as possible, it
difficult to evaluate all the h;
scorers, but included among t
highest are Ray Crawford (Dov;
las section E), Jim Shields (Sc:
Bill Jarrett (F), Al Cooksey j- -.
hotoguy), and John O'Bell (C
With about three weeks i;
i in the season, the standings c
as follows:
Team
Douglass G 7
Scot 5
Westminster 5
Behotoguy 3
Douglass E 3
Douglass D 3
Korlonial 2
Douglass
Douglass
Douglass
Douglass
Douglass H 0
W
Insurance Ageni
Speak On Camp.
Mr. Kenneth Raymond, of
I Liberty Mutual Insurance C:
j pany of Pittsburgh, and '
i Kenneth Carson of the Conre
; cut General Insurance Comf:
i of Hartford, will speak to
i Corporation Feb. 25, in Lc
j Andrews.
! These two aentlemen wi!
on campus during the da)
conduct interviews through
Paul Barrett's office. Their .
cussion at THE Corporation rr:
ing will have two purp:
first, to acquaint the merr:
with varrous types of insure
and, second, to show career:
portunities in the insurance!:
ness.
Young Democrc
View Party Pc;
"The Pursuit of Happin;
a 30-minu- te film documents:
Senator John Kennedy of W:
chusetts, will be shown of
monthly meeting of the Co
Young Democrats February -
Used as campaign mater." j
1956, the film gives a brie"
tory of the Democratic Part) ,
ARTISTS' SUPPLIES
SIGN CARDBOARD
CREPE PAPER
CITY BOOK STORE
PHONE 3-19- 46 WE DELIVER
Freedlander's
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Pioneer
by Tom McConihe
Blazing a trail northward, the high-scorin- g Marietta
Pioneers will abandon their riverside camp tomorrow
to tangle with Wooster's Fighting Scots on the Severance
hardwood at 8:00 p.m.
Coach Bill Whetsell, who has
compiled a record of 135 wins,
93 losses during his 12 years cs
roundball mentor for the Blues,
is guiding a team which currently
owns a 2-- 5 conference mark and
is 6-1- 1 overall. Victories have
been registered at the expense
of Rio Grande, Beckley, Oiter-bei- n,
Waynesburg, California
State, and Kenyon, while con-
querors of the Pioneers include
Ohio University, Youngstown,
West Virginia Wesleyan, George-
town, Morris Harvey, Denison,
Mount Union, Akron, Wittenberg,
Capital, and Steubenville.
Probable starters for Marierla
are 6'3" senior Karl Stephan
and 6'2" sophomore Harry Cul-
ler, forwards; freshmen Sam Hirt,
6'2", and Carl Wolfe, 6'1", at
the guards; and 6'4" soph cenler
Jim Freeman. Also expected to
see action for the fast-breakin- g
Blues are Jim Hadley, Torn
Schmidt, Ted Kadow, Joe Beach,
Dave Coulter, Ron Konkle, and
Howie Gilger.
Hirt and Wolfe
Hirt and Wolfe, the jump-shootin- g
freshmen, are the top
Marietta point-getter- s. Hirt ranks
14th in the conference with a
13.7 game average while Wolfe,
garnering an average of 13
markers per contest, is lisied
Revenge Sweef
In Muskie Win
by Tom McConihe
Hitting the hoop with phe-
nomenal accuracy, the fired-u- p
Wooster Scots tasted their sweet-
est victory last Saturday night
on the Severance court by muti-
lating Muskingum, 101 to 87.
Four Laddies finished in
double figures. Dan Thomas ial-lie- d
33 points, Lu Wims added
23, and Cliff Perkins and Qo.i
Davis (the latter plagued by a
severe head cold) each got 17.
Jumpin' John Hulls cleared the
boards a dozen times for the
Scots while Wims collected nine
more Black and Gold rebounas.
Six foot five Dave Irvin was
high point man for the Aiuskies
with 36 markers, 22 of which
he caged in the first half. Don
Benadum netted 14 and Larry
Young garnered 12. The visiting
bounceballers now own a ','i-- 5
season mark, and remain in
third place in the Ohio Confer-
ence with an 8-- 3 record.
The Ewersmen, who led at
halftime, 47-4- 3, connected on
44 of their field goal attempts
140 out of 9,0) and clicked on
81 of their free throw efforts
'21 out of 26). The scots outre-bounde- d
Muskingum, 49 to 46.
Wooster's full-cou- rt press and
fast break worked to perfection
during the final 20 minutes of
the fray, enabling the Lads to
sink numerous layup shots. The
Scots currently possess a 5-- 3
conference record (fifth place in
the league) and stand at 12-- 4
overall.
Shipemen Entertain
Lord Matmen Tonite
Continuing to hustle for a high
berth in the Ohio Conference
standings, Coach Phil Shipe's
wrestling squad tied the Mus-
kingum matmen in a tense, 12-1- 2
contest.
There were no pins in the Feb.
6 contest at New Concord. Bud
Ruffner (137 lb. division), Bill
Cayley (157), Stan Bishop (167),
and Larry Britton (177) each
grabbed three points for the
Scots.
The next Wooster wrestling
meet will take place tonight
against Kenyon at 7:30. Next
Thursday Allegheny will appear
on our mats. Then come Akron(there), Hiram (here), and the
Ohio Conference championships.
The Conference meet will be held
at Akron March 6 and 7.
Test
18th. Senior Dick Cecil, who led
the Pioneers in scoring last sea-
son and performed brilliantly
during the early part of the pres-
ent campaign, has been declared
ineligible due to scholastic de-
ficiencies.
Beginning in 1910, Wooster
and Marietta have met 17 times
with the Scots winning 10 of
these games. In 1953 a Wooster
team cracked the century mark
for the first time in history Dy
defeating a Pioneer squad to
the tune of 100 to 64 on the
Laddie court. Keith Shearer
pumped 15 field goals through
the hoop and finished with 36
points to his credit, thus estab-
lish ing a new home floor scoring
record which has been tied this
season by Dan Thomas.
Marietta College was founded
in 1 835 and is attended by 11 25
students. The city of Madeira
was the first permanent settle-
ment in the Northwest Territory
(1788), and is located at the con-
fluence of the Muskingum and
Ohio rivers, 120 miles southeast
of Columbus.
On Saturday night a basket-
ball team from Marietta wili be
located in Severance Gymnasium
hoping to drown their hosts with
a flood of buckets.
Ashland College tried to turn
the basketball clock back last
Tuesday night, by stalling the
ball for over 30 minutes in an
attempt to break up the high-scori- ng
Scot attack. After an un-
usual half-tim- e lead of 3-- 0,
Wooster went on to win, 29-2- 3.
Tom McConihe was high scorer
with nine points.
Varsity Statistics, excluding game on
Feb. 17 with Ashland:
Gms FG FT TP Avg
Thomas 16 113 41 267 16.6
Davis 16 113 18 244 15.3
Perkins 16 63 42 168 10.5
Wims 16 68 31 167 10.4
Eourns 16 62 34 158 9.8
Dennison 15 48 16 112 7.5
Top six rebounders:
Gms No. Avg
Bourns 16 186 1 1.6
Wims 16 131 8.1
Thomas 16 85 5.3
Ramseyer 15 76 5.2
Davis 16 67 4.1
Hulls 5 44 8.8
Season Record: 12-4- ; Conference Record:
5-- 3.
Swigart's Swimmers Host Akron
In Return Splashfest On Tuesday
With a win over Muskingum
and a loss to Ohio Wesleyan,
the Scot swimmers stand 3-- 3 for
the season. Next Tuesday, Coach
John Swigart's charges will host
Akron in Severance pool. The
Scots just eked out a victory
earlier this season at the Zip
pool.
In the Muskingum meet, Ine
Scots took eight of 10 firsts and
were never headed after ihe
opening medley relay. Frank
Little, Harry Friedmann, Jan van
der Valk, Chick Sekerich, Art
A- - V--a
Serf
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Photo by Art Murray
"Tiger" Team from left to right, back row: Coach Joe
Clark, Rog Cooley, Glen Turney, Jamie MacMillan, Karl Hil-ge- rf,
Phil Ackerman, manager; front row: Dave Crawshaw,
John Papadeonise, Mel Orwig, Russ Galloway, Roy Sofield.
Hopes High For Coming Seasons As J-- V
Racks Up Wins Under Clark's Tutelage
by Tom McConihe
The lifeblood of a college var- - j
sity basketball team is its junior
varsity squad. Without such u
"feeder" group ,the strength of
the varsity quintet would soon
diminish.
Coach Joe Clark's "run-and-gu- n"
reserves have captured 10
triumphs in 12 tussles so far this
season. The "Tigers", as Clark
affectionately refers to his fast-breakin- g
junior varsity team,
are carrying on the Wooster bas-
ketball tradition of employing a
wide-open- , "spray-and-pra- y'
offense and a pressing zone de-
fense. These tactics obviously
have paid handsome dividends
to the curly-haire- d Californian
and his club.
Russ Galloway leads the team
in scoring with 266 points in 12
games for a 22.2 average. The
Middletown sharpshooter tallied
35 points on February 7 against
Seventh Section, and then poured
in 40 markers at Kenyon four
days later. The latter feat is be-
lieved to be an all-tim- e scoring
record for a Scot roundball per-
former.
A 5'8" playmaker from Mer-
cer, Pa., Dave Crawshaw ranks
second in point production with
1 88 in 12 games for an average
of 15.7. Glen "Turkey" Turney,
vho was tackled and shackled
for life this past summer by
pretty Gretchen Mavis Turney,
holds down third place in the
scoring race but more import-
antly has plucked off 156 re-
bounds to top the team in ihat
department. Karl Hilgert and
Torell, Bill Reinhardt, and Frank
Kenworthy all took firsts in the
59-2- 6 win over the Muskies.
Against Ohio Wesleyan, the
Scots had straight thirds (a shut-
out in swimminq) qoinq into tne
ill lui iiy. i iwiiiu
first in the freestyle relay by
about 25 yards, but were dis-
qualified due to the failure of
one of the swimmers to touch on
his turn. Thus, through a techni-
cality, the Scots avoided the shut-
out, but they were still on the
short end of a 71-1- 5 score.
FOR THAT
Just Right" Look
it's ITALO
Black textured calf with the
Italian influence $14.95
By
WEYENBERG
At
AMSTER'S
Mecnracy
Rog Cooley round out the start-
ing five while Roy Sofield, Mel
Orwig, Jamie MacMillan, and
John Papadeonise are always
eager to provide capable assisi-anc- e.
Coach Clark lost six players
at mid-semeste- r. Craig Wood,
Larry Miller, Harry Putzbach, and
Jim Meissner suffered scholasiic
difficulties and decided to devote
full time to their studies, Russ
Swegan withdrew from school
because of poor grades, and 6'
5" John Hulls (who grabbed
107 rebounds and averaged 10.9
points per game in seven ap-
pearances) became eligible for
varsity competition.
Umbenhauer Store
Offers One-Contr- ol
Hi-Fideli-
ty Product
by Billie Lou Smith
Did you say that all the diais
on today's latest hi-- fi equip-
ment confuse you? Are you hav-
ing trouble making those hair-raisin- g
decisions between turn-
ing up the treble and lowering
the bass? saw
This problem of hi-- fi control
boards, with so many dials Ihat
a mechanical engineer is needed
to regulate a balanced output of
tone, has been solved by a
Barberton inventor, Robert L.
Umbenhauer. He has devised
something new in the field of
amplifiers with the volume regu-
lated by only one control. Mr.
Umbenhauer, who served in the
Signal Corps of World War I,
was formerly a professor of
Economics at Ohio State. Um-
benhauer obtained a basic
theories patent (the most difficult
patent to get) for his addition
to the world of sound in 1951.
Umbenhauer sound diffeis
from regulation hi-- fi equipment
in several important aspects.
First of all, the quality of tone
produced is exactly the same
as that which is fed into the
amplifier yet, only one small
speaker is utilized. Secondly,
there is none of the distortion
in the high and low ranges of
sound which is often noticed
through standard hi-- fi equip-
ment. The secret is in the wiring
circuit. Thirdly; the price range
of the Umbenhauer product is
such that hi-- fi fans need no
longer mortgage away their
homes (or borrow on the next five
years' allowances, as the case
may be), in order to own the
quality amplifier.
According to Mr. Robert Acker,
owner of the newly-opene- d hi-- fi
store on Liberty Street, this re-
cent addition in amplifier equip-
ment will eventually revolution-
ize the world of hi-f- i. "Umben-
hauer will be classed with Edi-
son and Einstein," he stated.
Who knows . . . maybe in
the next 50 years instead of ihe
RCA Victor dog barking "My
Master's Voice," we'll see the
famous canine woofing, "Ah,
this cool Umbenhauer!"
Sportscene i
by Art Humphreys j
Looking at the collegiate basketball
action, many of the conference races are
narrowing down as the final weeks of
the season approach. In the Big Ten,
Michigan State took a big step towards
the title by getting Northwestern, 71-6- 8,
on Monday night while Indiana was
losing to Purdue, 94-8- 9. This gives the
Spartans an 8-- 2 record to second-plac- e
Indiana and Purdue's 6-- 4 showing with
four contests remaining on the league
slate. (Incidentally, Ohio State fans can
take hope for next year as the Buckeye
freshman team, led by Jerry Lucas, de-
feated the varsity twice last weekend as
Lucas poured in 48 and 45 points.)
Tomorrow Princeton and Dartmouth
meet in the first of a home-and-hom- e set
with each team holding a 9-- 0 Ivy Lea-
gue mark and five games left. In a big
one tomorrow at Lexington, Auburn, 1 8-- 0
this year and winner of 30 in a row
over two years, meets Kentucky in a
Southeastern Conference showdown. Au-
burn is 11-- 0 in the conference, followed
by Mississippi State at 10-- 1 and the
Wildcats with 8-- 2. Kentucky may still
get the NCAA bid because Auburn is on
probation and Mississippi State may
WHAT?
WHO?
WHERE?
BE READY FOR EASTER-- -
The most beautiful collection of
Spring Suits in town are here
Have you used our Layaway Plan?
A Small Deposit Holds Your Choice at
BeulaEi Bechtel Shop
PUBLIC SQUARE
OT
Wooster's Newest Hi-F- i, Stero
Store Featuring
Umbenhauer
LIVING SOUND
... a completely new
concept in Dimensional
High Fidelity!
Compare These Prices!:
All $5.98 RECORDS now only $4.25
4.98 3.65
3.98 2.85
2.98 2.15
1.98 1.41
.98 .75
$14.95 DIAMOND NEEDLES now $5.95
We are able to supply ANY record that you order within
72 Hours.
EVERY WEEK ONE FREE ALBUM GIVEN AWAY
OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY TILL 9 P.M.
151 W. Liberty St.
have to abide by a state law forbidding
athletic contests between state schools
and schools with Negro players.
In the Ohio Conference, Wittenberg
and Akron continue to roll past their foes
and head for their March 3 clash at
Springfield holding records of 11-- 0 and
9-- 0, respectively. Wooster currently is
seventh with a 5-- 3 chart but could
move as high as third before the cam-
paign ends.
In individual scoring statistics, Oscar
Robertson still leads with a 32.5 over-
age, followed by Marshall's Leo Byrd ot
29.6 and Mississippi State's Bailey How-
ell with 28.6.
Turning to other sports items, high-jump- er
John Thomas made his 7-fo- ot
high jump official this time as he cleared
the height in the New York A.C. Games.
Also Don Bragg broke the indoor pole
vault record with a leap of 15'9', " at
Philadelphia last Friday.
Gene Littler made it two wins in a
row as he came from seven strokes back
on the final 1 8 holes to take the Tucson
Open. As was the case in the Phoenix
Open a week before, Art Wall took sec-
ond money, tying with Joe Campbell.
DORMAIERS
Wooster's Oldest
Shoe Repair Shop
215 East Liberty Street
Jazz
"The Three"
The Shack
r n n i n
DM U yi
IP
Phone 3-87- 66
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MORE ON
WSAF
Continued from Page One)
of the whole portfolio remained
respectably above its purchase
price.
The Fund filed its Articles of
Incorporation and received its
charter as a corporation "not for
profit" under the General Cor-
poration Act of Ohio in February
1955. WSAF is organized in two
bodies: the Board of Trustees and
the Advisory Board. Voling
rights are granted only to the
trustees.
The Board of Trustees has 13
members. The Staff of the De-
partment of Economics make up
the permanent nucleus. The of-
ficers of THE Corporation are al-
so members. THE Corporation
officers meet with the Economics
Staff each year to elect an ad-
ditional number of trustees to
bring the Board to its required
strength. The following people
are currently serving on ihe
Board of Trustees: Jack Bush-
man; Ted Christian; Tom Clarke;
E. Kingman Eberharf, vice-chairma- n
and treasurer; Stu Erholm;
Bill Herrington, librarian; T. Win-fiel- d
Hutton; Gail MacDonald,
secretary; Dick Meyer, chairman;
Ron Rolley, Alvin S. Tostlebe,
Kent Weeks, Bruce Wenner.
MORE ON
Loan Changes
(Continued from Page One)
ers of College scholarships and
student aid grants during the
Senior year shall, with certain
exceptions, be required to ac-
cept one-hal- f of their total aid
in the form of loans.
Exceptions shall be made in
the case of those who hold cer-
tain endowed scholarships
whose stipends are fixed, awards
from foundations o r other
sources outside the College, or
tuition reductions granted to
children of ministers or mission-
aries of the United Presbyterian
Church, U.S.A., and to children
of College employees.
Short-ter- m loans to meet
special situations shall be avail-
able, provided application is
made to the Dean of Men or
the Dean of Women at least 30
days before the funds are
WATCHES - DIAMONDS
Lahm's Jewelry
Store
221 E. Liberty St.
Trip To Columbus
Next On Agenda
Of Busy Debaters
Wooster debaters Larry Cald-
well, Roger Garst, Steve Geckeler
and Roger McManus are slated
to represent Wooster at the Ohio
Men's State Debate Tournament
in Columbus, February 20-2- 1.
Held on the campus of Capitol
University, this tournament will
involve 15 to 20 teams who will
debate six rounds on the topic:
"Resolved that: the further de-
velopment of nuclear weapons
should be prohibited by national
agreement."
February 13 and 14 the same
team journeyed to Kent State
University to participate in the
Buckeye Tournament, a four
round meet involving nearly 20
Ohio teams. Results of this con-
test included five wins and three
losses.
Women Win
The same weekend Woosler
women participated in the Ohio
College Teachers' of Speech in-
dividual events tournament at
Wittenburg University. The four
possible individual events areas
included oratory, peace oratory,
interpretative reading, and ex-tem- p.
Wooster sent three repre
sentatives: Judy McCormick, in-
terpretative reading; Pat Raucci, I
extemp.; and Robin Leach, manu-
script reading. Judy McCormick j
and Pat Raucci placed second in j
their respective events, and Rob- - j
in Leach participated in the rinal J
round in her area.
March 13 and 14, Wooster.
will be host to Ohio Individual ;
events teams. This tournament!
will include the same general
areas: peace oratory, interpre-tativ- e
reading, manuscript read-- 1
ing, and extemp. Openings for j
Wooster men are still available. !
Information concerning this con- - j
test may be obtained from mem- - j
bers of the department of j
speech. j
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
Radios & Phonographs
Sold and Serviced
Imhoff & Long
340 East Liberty Street
Phone 2-99- 16
PRITCHARD JEWELERS
Will Completely Clean and
Overhaul Your Watch
ALL FOR
With 1 Year Written Guarantee
Above price of $5 includes cleaning, putting your watch in
good running order; also including stem and crown, main-
spring and cleaning case if needed. Automatics, Chrono-
graphs, Calendars somewhat higher.
Prompt Service
PRITCHARD JEWELERS
HO-2-08- 31 Public Square
WOOSTER
YOUR DOLLAR BUYS MORE IN WOOSTER'S
FINEST JEWELRY STORE
Cash Charge Budget Terms
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Wooster-in-lndi- a
Pleads For Ideas
Wanted: Ideas on how to raise
$1,100.
This is the plea of the mem-
bers of the Wooster-in-lndi- a
committee who are trying to
raise the remaining part of the
$2,500 goal. A Tax Stamp Drive
is one answer they've put into
effect.
"We're hoping for the sup-
port of some of the other campus
organizations," stated Carol
Sayles, committee chairman.
The Wooster-in-lndi- a commit-
tee is now busy compiling a his-
tory of the project by contacting
past participants. A display of
three gifts from the pupils of
Ewing to the College of Wooster
is being planned. These gifts in-
clude two shadow pictures re-
ceived this year, a water color
drawing of one of the buildings
given by the artist, and a print
screen which is now displayed
in Holden Parlor.
Mr. Dix Speaks
Mr. Ray Dix, editor of the
Wooster Daily Record, was
speaker at a party for VOICE
staffers last Thursday.
Modern trends in journalism
and the effects of radio, tele-
vision and magazines on news-
papers were discussed by the
Wooster editor, who also out-
lined job opportunities in the
newspaper field.
BULLETIN BOARDS
4' x 8' - $2.79
WOOSTER LUMBER COMPANY
Phone 2-80- 15 Free Delivery
Contemporary Cards
BOLD NEW CLEVER
and Right to the Point!
COME IN AND SEE THEM
THE GIFT CORNER
Public Square
MORE ON
Careers
(Continued from Page One)
by Dr. W. V. Hansen of ihe
Proctor and Gamble Co. at 1:00
in Mr. Barrett's office. On Thurs-
day, March 5, Fred J. Koch of
the Lazarus Department Store in
Columbus will present "Retail-
ing" at 1 in Mr. Barrett's office.
Henry B. Ollendorff, of the
Neighborhood Settlement Associ-
ation in Cleveland, will speak
on March 6 at 2 p.m. in the So-
ciology lecture room.
On March 9, Dr. John Payne
from McCormick Seminary will
speak on "Choosing a Semin-
ary" at 4 in the S.C.A. room.
"Graduate Business Training for
Women" will be the subject of
Friday, February 20, 195;
Paula Smith of Radcliffe. Thi;
will be on March 10 at 4 jr
Lower Babcock. March 1 1 is
date set aside for John Kimbo;
of the International Business Mo.
chines Co. His topic to be pre.
sented at Corporation's meetin;
will be "Electronic Computers.'
Ralph Mueller from the Detrc
Civil Service Commission wi
offer "Careers with a Modec
Municipality" on March 18 c
1 in Mr. Barrett's office.
These Career Conferences
open to all students who wish),
take the opportunity. Mr. PQ.
Barrett stated: "What we nee;
especially, are freshmen ar:
sophomores attending the:;
meetinas. rather than waitir- -
j until they're seniors, and the:
I frantically trying to figure o.
I what to do."
BREDJPJER BROS.
79th Semi-Annu- al Dollar Days
in Wooster
SAVE
10 - 20 - up to 50
ON YOUR CLOTHING NEEDS
Lower the Cost of Dressing Well
u Lfu U UVi LiALbLleLrJ
English: DRIVE-I- N MOVIE ON A RAINY NIGHT
Won
A. T. Co.
Thlnklish translation: This drive-in'- s main
feature: pictures matched to the weather. In
January, it's Snow White; in July, Hot Spell.
When it pours, of course, the pic gram is ail wet:
Singing in the Rain, Hatful of Rain and Rain-tre- e
County. On such nights, the
only (Thinklish) word for this
place is damphithaater! Better
turn on your windshield wipers,
light up a Lucky, and enjoy the
honest taste of fine tobacco.
Then It's Always Fair Weather!
Start talking our language we've got
hundreds of checks just itching to go!
We're paying $25 each for the Thinklish
words judged best! Thinklish is easy: it's
new words from two words like those on
this page. Send yours to Lucky Strike,
Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose your
name, address, college and class.
Get the genuine article
-
(LUCkA
V STRIKE.. )
CIGARETTES
Get the honest fasfe
of a LUCKY STRIKE
Enghsh: SEASICK MAYFLOWER PASSENGER English: LOUD-MOUTHE- D APE
Thinklish: ILLGRIM
B. TOOHEY. LOYOLA COLLEGE
Thmkiish: BLABOON
JIM LEWIS, u. Of''cjha"'11
Engl'ish
2&a
Thinklish: SPINST1TUTION
English
V
CHARLES HUSTEO. U. OF COLORADO
SODA-FOUNT-
A
,N BOSS
Thinklish: SCOOPERVISOR
" "
BOB HUB LEY. NORTHEASTERN
English: DOZING WRAITH
7htnk,is,-NAPPARmO- N
c BRUCE l r,CMAN,.U.O.
CHIC.00
Kiaco- - is uur middle namt
